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Boom!

Like the flames burning the sky, ten thousand magic spells blasted the ground.

As if someone lifted the ground, and then played it again, with a sudden sound, the
whole ground was lifted.

Because I never thought about George’s second wave of returning teeth, let alone
ordinary people who were not sufficiently prepared, even Lu Wushen and Ao Shane
himself did not reflect it at all.

Although these two people have extremely high cultivation bases and abilities, even if
they can’t reflect them, they can be subconsciously evasive when they attack them, but
the others have suffered a great deal.

Those who can’t reflect it need not say much. Even if they are hit by a spell, they are
crippled even if they are immortal. The most unlucky thing is many people who can
reflect but cannot keep up with their cultivation, even if they barely support the defensive
cover and resist I survived a blow to myself.

But the explosions of other people around him accidentally wounded them, so that they
could not support it quickly, and they were killed.

The ground instantly transformed into a region of Shura, and the three major families
suffered numerous casualties, and the losses were even more severe than before.

Who ever thought that George could use a very special method to suddenly release ten
thousand magic spells?

And these ten thousand ways, because of the non-phase magical power, almost
everyone has a magic attack of their own, and the consequences can be imagined if the
response is not timely.

“fcuk me, can you still play like this? George…”

“It’s incredible, it’s incredible. Who would have thought that those tens of thousands of
attacks would… would be the result?”

Tens of thousands attacked. , Let alone George, even if he is a true god, he still has to
eat enough pot, if he is very human, I am afraid that he will be crushed and lifeless.



But it doesn’t matter if George withstands it, the key is that he can still fight back so
perfectly, which makes the scalp of the person watching it numb, and the mentality of
the person who fights with him bursts.

“Han three thousand this guy exactly what to do ah? I really really want this guy to peel,
and take a look at this guy in the end what is constructed, too damn strange.”

“I really I don’t know what else George is capable of. He moves fast, his body is like a
blood cow, and he can transform into eight. The only shortcoming may be that his attack
power is insufficient.”

“Although he has insufficient attack power, However, that Pangu axe is enough…”

Yes, everyone can see clearly that George’s axe technique is not so exquisite. Although
there is also a combo of attacks, he obviously suffers. No more moves.

But even so, relying on Pan Gu Axe’s sharp edge, who would dare to face resistance to
George? !

Many people have a very peculiar idea, that is, if one day George learns some kind of
magical axe, then this guy’s shortcomings will also be made up, then this guy’s horror
will be geometrically multiplied. By that time, the invincibility of this guy might make
everyone fearful.

“If this guy is alive, I will definitely mix with this guy in the

future .” “In the future, in the world of all directions, there must be this kid’s position. It is
indeed a good choice to go with him.”

Many scattered people looked at George and couldn’t help but tell. Admire the voice.

But some people still remain disdainful. For them, these remarks are ridiculous, even
quite absurd. After all, what is the use of hanging?

First of all, George must have the ability to survive.

“fcuk, this damn George.” Lu Wushen looked back at the disciples behind him, a large
number of casualties, and the whole person was suddenly furious. In front of him, he
killed so many disciples. For him, it was natural. It is a great shame.

“George, I won’t kill you, and I will never believe in Ao!” Ao Shane was equally frustrated.
He had the same status and status as Lu Wushen, and he was attacked by George in
the same way, and so was naturally angry.

But the anger turned anger, the two gods did not act immediately.

They were observing George, and they were also thinking about how to deal with
George.



If they attack again, if George is using that trick, it will still be them themselves who will
suffer.

But how did they know that the urging of the non-phase divine art is not only extremely
energy-consuming, but also extremely energy-intensive. Every time George releases it,
it often takes an extremely long time to release it again.

Therefore, George uses phaseless magic, almost every time at the most critical moment
of survival.

One is that it will attract the opponent to attack with all its strength at that time, and the
non-phase divine art can naturally exert the greatest value and effect, but in that case,
the non-phase divine power, such a shameless divine skill, does have a mentality that is
easy to break the opponent.

In midair, George moved his hands again.

Although the remaining energy is not much, George knew that they were still a little bit
before their mentality exploded.

If you attack them again, that’s enough.

Thinking of this, George lifted the residual energy of the Dragon Heart in his body, and
at the same time twitched his emotions, drew the blood of the magic dragon.

Of course, at this moment.

“George, you stop me!” On the

ground, there was a soft drink, and a group of people looked back. At this time, among
the crowd, Lu Ruoxin slowly walked over.

The panic that had just run away has long since disappeared, and now she has only
anger and dissatisfaction on her face.

Lu Ruoxin quickly came to the forefront and looked up at George. Next to him, Chi Meng
accompanied her. Although she was in a black cage, she could not help but see George
at such a close distance. shock.

It was a kind of enmity, especially jealous, but after following Lu Ruoxin for so long, not
only was the arrogant Chi Meng hardly obliterated by Lu Ruoxin, but also witnessed
George’s madness and dissipated time and time again.

Today, she has a lot of low-key.

Moreover, in front of the current George, she also had to keep a low profile.



Not to mention how strong the coercion of the golden light on George’s body is, but the
demonic spirit on the surface of the golden light made her quite frightened.

If her black air coercion is one, then George’s is five or more.

The gap between the two is so big that it can’t be so big, what else can be done except
fear? !

“Bring it up.” Lu Ruoxin sipped softly, and then Chi Meng nodded and greeted him with
one hand, and several disciples instantly took three people with him.

It was Mo Yang, Dao Twelve and Liu Fang.

What was first brought out was that the three people were dumbfounded. They had no
idea where Lu Ruoxin was going to take them, let alone what to do.

But when they were confused, they suddenly raised their heads and saw George in
mid-air. The three of them were almost suffocated with excitement, and they looked at
George dumbfoundedly.

And George, who was about to do something, naturally saw Mo Yang and the other
three at this time, and his hands couldn’t help but stagnate…

Chapter 2357

“Mo Yang!”

“Sword Twelve!”

“Liu Fang!”

George was also stunned when he saw these three people.

Although George knew that the three of them were okay, but after seeing each other
after a long time, when they met again, he was naturally very excited.

These are all brothers who were born and died together. Although they are not brothers,
they are far better than brothers!

How many days and years did George miss them?

“Three thousand!”

Almost at the same time, the twelve and three people underneath also shouted excitedly
in unison.



After George left, the three people in Xuanyuan World, despite their lack of talents, still
spent the day and night practicing, so that one day they could reunite with George.

Just as the Twelve Swordsman said, without George suddenly, he didn’t know how to
live his life anymore.

If they hadn’t had such an urgent and strong idea, they would not have been fooled by
Lu Ruoxin. After being brought back to the top of the Blue Mountains, they would be
placed under house arrest and brainwashed.

During the years at the top of the Blue Mountains, the three of them had been extremely
struggling and suffering.

Although Lu Ruoxin was actually quite good to them, he not only had high-ranking
officials, but also often reminded the disciples at the top of the Blue Mountains not to
discriminate against them. A person from Xuanyuan World.

But what they thought was that they would see George as soon as possible, but every
time Lu Ruoxin would find some excuses, or George was in distress, and if the three of
them went out, not only would they not be able to help George, but would give him
instead. For trouble, or other excuses, the days are consumed day by day.

Even, it was consumed to make them desperate until one day, Lu Ruoxin said that they
needed an ear before they had a chance to see George.

Although the three of them were extremely strange and even very skeptical of this
statement, because of this idea, Dao Twelve almost cut off his ears without even
thinking about it.

Unexpectedly, he fell into a long wait afterwards.

But today, Shou Yunkai finally met Yunri, and the three of them finally met George.

Seeing George again, Mo Yang, who had always been prudent, smiled at George
suddenly, and he didn’t need to say too much.

Knife Twelve even had tears in his eyes. Seeing George’s head across the world, even
if he didn’t know what was happening, he could feel the powerful pressure on his body.

Knife Twelve also knew that George nowadays, obviously He became stronger and
smiled slightly: “fcuk, this b@stard, it’s been a long time since I’ve seen it, it seems to be
stronger again.”

Liu Fang smiled faintly and looked at George.

“Papa!”



At this moment, there were bursts of applause, Lu Ruoxin stepped forward and looked
at the three of Mo Yang and George. He couldn’t help but smile, “Meeting brothers, it is
really touching “

Chi Meng sneered slightly and looked at George coldly.

George’s face suddenly became cold, and his eyes were like death, staring at Lu Ruoxin
firmly: “What do you want to do?”

Lu Ruoxin saw George’s angry look, and said coldly: “What are you doing? George, I Lu
Ruoxin told her the truth, since I promised you to let these three people go, I will
naturally let go.”

“However, I don’t agree to your terms.” Lu Ruoxin said coldly.

As soon as the voice fell, Lu Ruoxin suddenly slapped his backhand and patted Mo
Yang directly.

Although Lu Ruoxin had been merciful, what kind of cultivation was Mo Yang? What
kind of cultivation is she? Even if she only uses 10% of her strength, it is enough for Mo
Yang to drink a pot.

With this palm falling, Mo Yang’s whole body suddenly flew out like a fallen leaf in the
wind, hitting the ground heavily, and a mouthful of blood spurted directly from his mouth.

“Mo Yang!”

Ground Sabre Twelve and Liu Fang immediately wanted to rush over in anxious manner,
but several disciples stuck them tightly.

“Lu Ruoxin!” Above the air, George also shouted anxiously.

“I like the look of your dog with the most affection.” Lu Ruoxin smiled coldly, and patted
Liu Fang directly with another palm. After a while, Liu Fang also flew out, spurting blood.

“What do you want?” George shouted angrily.

“George, since I promised you, I will do it naturally. But it is because you openly refused
to listen to my fate. Last time, it was Amelia at the expense. This time, it was them!” With
a

cold voice, Lu Ruoxin slapped her hand again, and with a bang, Sword Twelve also flew
out, blood spurting wildly.

The three of them lay on the ground, unable to move.

“From now on, will you still listen to me obediently?” Lu Ruoxin said coldly.



George clenched his teeth, holding his hands tightly because of anger.

“Don’t speak? Then I’ll hit you!” Lu Ruoxin’s voice fell, and his hand slightly lifted, a burst
of energy directly lifted the Twelve Swordsman, and then flicked his hand horizontally,
directly slinging the Twelve Swords into the air Several tens of meters, and finally hit the
ground heavily.

“Three thousand, no matter what he threatens you, don’t agree to him.” Although Mo
Yang didn’t know the specific situation, he knew something strange just based on the
dialogue, and suddenly shouted in a hurry.

And what about George? !
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“You talk too much.”

Lu Ruoxin’s face was cold, and with a wave of his hand, Mo Yang was hit by a huge
energy directly on his face, and another mouthful of blood spurted out directly.

And this volley slap, the strength is really not small, there are several teeth mixed in the
blood.

“Enough.”

At this moment, George suddenly let out a cold drink.

Lu Ruoxin stretched out his hand slightly and looked at George with interest.

Obviously, Lu Ruoxin already knew that she had the upper hand in this game.

George was really nervous about Amelia, even because she could fight the world, but
George was also a good brother at the same time, asking him to watch his brothers die
in front of him.

Is the palm of the palm and the back of the hand not meat?

Although Amelia is a more important existence, as long as Amelia and Han Nian are
unscathed, then his brother is obviously the best choice to force him.

“Lu Ruoxin, I apologize for the anger I was angry with you before.”

After speaking, George took a deep breath.

“Three thousand, you fcuking bullsh!t, don’t do it.”



“Yeah, even if I am fcuking dead, you must never bow to others because of us, our
brothers, always keep your heads up.” Dao Twelve and Mo Yang suddenly yelled at
George in a hurry.

“I’m sorry!” After

all, George said, he couldn’t see Dao Twelve and Mo Yang being tortured by this.

“If you irritate you and you want to vent, please come to me.”

“Then come to you!” Lu Ruoxin’s voice fell, and a spell directly blasted George.

boom!

George’s left shoulder was immediately hit by a spell, and his figure moved slightly back
to the left, but George still did not dodge, and stood firmly in the air again.

“Wow!”

Such a scene happened, and there was an uproar in the crowd.

“What is George doing?”

“This guy completely gave up the offense and is completely at the mercy of others? Just
for the three people? Now he is in a very good situation, just don’t want it?”

“This guy is really stupid .” , With his ability, don’t you just beckon if you want your
brother to come?”

“For some rubbish, George must sacrifice himself, which is too stupid. Damn, I adore
him so much just now, it turns out He is also a fool who is troubled by love.”

“Hehe, he is indeed quite stupid. This kind of person is destined to have nothing to do. If
it were me, although it would be a pity to lose my brother, it would be a pity to lose
everything that was hard to come by myself?”

“the so-called man for himself, devil take the hindmost, three thousand Han mood is not
high enough ah.”

“Well, what is a high mood ah? heartless? I Pooh, who had for others, it is because
people have feelings.”

” That’s right, George is doing this for his brothers, and he values   love and
righteousness. If you follow such people in the future, you will truly have a bright future.”
A

group of people are constantly arguing, but for Lu Wushen, it ’s a big deal. Very good
start.



Lu Ruoxin can not fight back against George in this way, which also means that one day
in the future, the top of the blue mountain can even control George to do things.

In contrast, Ao Shane was quite depressed.

But what can he say now? !

boom!

When Lu Ruoxin raised his hand, another spell directly blasted over.

George was hit on the right shoulder again, and his whole figure suddenly turned to the
right, but soon, George immediately returned to his original posture.

“It’s pretty hard.” Lu Ruoxin smiled coldly.

“Now, can you let them go?” George asked with a frown, enduring the pain.

“Of course, I promised you, I will always do it, George, you’d better remember it clearly.
My Lu Ruoxin will always count, and I will let people go, even if you are not convinced
today.

However, I have to Remind you, if you are not obedient this time, your friends will end up
here. If you commit the crime again next time, they will probably not be the ones to
suffer.” Lu Ruoxin said with disdain.

Obviously, what she was referring to was not clear to others, but George knew the most,
that was Amelia and Han Nian.

“Then you remember clearly, if you dare to touch half of their vellus hair, I will surely let
everyone on the top of the Blue Mountain be buried with you!” George said coldly.

“I can’t achieve my goal, let alone the Lu family, even if I die, what does it mean?” Lu
Ruoxin said softly.

As soon as the voice fell, she waved her big hand, indicating that Mo Yang and the
others could leave.

Liu Fang was the least injured. At this moment, he hurriedly got up and helped Mo Yang
and Dao Twelve. The three of them supported each other and walked slowly towards
George.

At this time, George also slowly fell from the air, preparing to pick up the three of them.

A murderous intent appeared in Ao Shane’s eyes, as if he was thinking about
something.



But at this moment, all of a sudden, a golden light emanating from the center of the
sleepy fairy valley suddenly violently attacked, and everyone could not help being
pierced by the golden light so that they couldn’t open their eyes. The most central
direction, crashed!

Everyone suddenly panicked, and then they looked up and turned their heads. At this
time, they were so surprised to find that the Sleepy Immortal Valley had disappeared.
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